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COMPANY PROFILE

BMCOLOR COMPANY PROFILE
BMCOLOR have reached from 30 years of successful past to present, with the confidence of its
customers. With its modern infrastructure and skilled human resources, BMCOLOR provides printing inks
to packaging and printing industry, where also provides colorants and masterbatches to plastic, cable
and artificial leather industry.
BMCOLOR focuses its investment and growth strategy on technological development, and adopts the
principle of that service quality and competitive advantage can be provided with only advanced and
modern systems.
BMCOLOR produces in the advanced faicility loacted in Çerkezköy, which has been designed as a
technology base, where planning, production, R & D and logistics units are deployed.
Istanbul‐Kucukkoy facility that contains also the company headquarter has the management
department, marketingsales, planning, and customer relationship units; technical department has the
masterbatch production lines, strategic and innovative R & D units and sales warehouse; logistics
department has the support unit of the Marmara region, and sales warehouse.
In addition, there are a strong logistics distribution network and regional sales warehouses, particularly
in the Marmara Region, Izmir Aegean Region and Gaziantep Anatolia Region.
BMCOLOR’s system structure is designed as customer‐focused, and all the resources of the company are
integrated for carrying out coordinated activities simultaneously, in accordance with the target of
detecting and meeting the customer demands.
BMCOLOR’s system detection is based on harmonious and planned operation of the whole organization
within the value chain intended for providing quality service.
BMCOLOR’s all logistics elements and sections including research & development, production, supply,
maintenance, and delivery operate in an organizational structure sensitive to customer demands and
market requirements.
Maintaining the economic success and environmental and social responsibilities conformably constitutes
the basis of BMCOLOR’s corporate culture.
In its activities and value creation process as well as its management system that it implements in its
structure with the approach of trust in business, BMCOLOR grounds on a business and management
understanding based on customer satisfaction, employee safety and environmental responsibility.
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PRODUCT RANGE
Besides its wide product range, whereby it provides the printing and packaging sectors with the products
suitable for all the printing techniques, BMCOLOR also manufactures customer‐origin products and make
them available for their service. BMCOLOR also manufactures “colorant products” and “masterbatch
products” for industrial sectors.
Rotogravure and Flexographic Inks
BMCOLOR offers optimum solutions with Liquid Ink Series, designed for hi‐tech rotogravure and
flexographic printing machines and printing methods, employed through the packaging industry, with
high performance and specifications that meet the requirements of the industry.
Liquid Ink Series within the BMCOLOR Product Range has a nature to improve the quality and the
performance of the application (surface printing and lamination) thanks to specifications thereof such as
drying time, heat resistance, adhesion strength, solvent retention, abrasion and scratch resistance.
Liquid Ink Series have a wide range of variety Liquid Inks according to the needs of users for printing
materials on such as OPP, BOPP, CPP, PET (chemically treated), PET (physical corona), BOPA, LD‐PE, HD‐
PE, PVC, Coated Paper, cardboard, aluminum foil (lacquered, not lacquered) and etc.
BMCOLOR, in addition to presenting the right products to users based on printing method and printing
material designs the products thereof by taking into also account the physical processes to be applied
on the finished packaging (shrink, retort, etc.) and storage conditions of the packaging and proposes
solutions to users with these details and scope.
In addition to the wide color range of BMCOLOR’s Color Scala of its own, tailor made colors according to
customers needs and worldwide approved universal color matching systems special colors are also
available.
Concentrated Pastes
BMCOLOR’s Product Range has been developed to offer customers concentrated pastes suitable for
rotogravure and flexographic printing machinery in order to get the best solution for their esteemed
requirements.
By choosing only the technical varnish system needed for the required print BMCOLOR customers are
ensured only to keep storage for common pigment concentrate for their dispensing systems that are
capable of printing on materials such as OPP, BOPP, CPP, PET (chemically treated), PET (physical corona),
BOPA, LD‐PE, HD‐PE, PVC, Coated Paper, cardboard and aluminum foil (lacquered).
Varnish and Lacquers
BMCOLOR offers all the solutions requested through the esteemed clientele thereof by virtue of its
Varnish and Lacquers designed according to the requirements of fields of employment, print materials
and industrial requirements.
Additives
BMCOLOR offers all the solutions requested through the esteemed clientele thereof by virtue of its
Additives designed according to the requirements of fields of employment, print materials and industrial
requirements.
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Sheetfed Inks
BMCOLOR offers optimum solutions with Sheetfed Ink Series, designed for hi‐tech offset printing
machines and printing methods, with high performance and specifications that meet the requirements
of the industry.
All Sheetfed Ink Series are suitable for printing front, back or flat prints and have the specification of not
drying in the chamber for 48 hours much as features such as color intensity of the series, the chemical
resistance, drying rate and abrasion resistance may vary. Sheetfed Ink Series have a wide variety of
employment for printing materials such as I. Quality Paper, Coated Paper, cardboard and etc. according
to the needs of users.
In addition to the wide color range of BMCOLOR’s Color Scala of its own, tailor made colors according to
customers needs and worldwide approved universal color matching systems special colors are also
available.
Coldset Inks
BMCOLOR offers Coldset Ink Series developed for the newspaper industry inks with high color intensity,
brightness and a very high abrasion resistance. Coldset Ink Series of BMCOLOR, thanks to excellently
provided ink‐water balance thereof, ensures reaching the best level of clarity. Coldset Ink Series are
classified according to machine speed and thus provide its users with the opportunity to choose the best
own series in accordance with the speed of their machines.
Pastes and Colorants
BMCOLOR produces Color Pastes for needs of a variety of sectors mainly including Artificial Leather and
Cable Industry. Color Pigments needed through clientele in to be employed in production of Plasticizer
Based Pigment Pastes are offered in the form of paste without the need for customers to contaminate
the environments thereof and ready to use in the most economical way without additional costs.
Conventional pigments dispersed in phthalate‐free plasticized products are offered from ready stocks
and alternative products to those of customers produced in their own premises are also produced and
offered to customers.
Pastes and Colorants within the product range of BMCOLOR: Phthalate‐free pigment pastes produced by
organic, inorganic, conventional and high performance pigments that have reached maximum dispersion
for PVC Artificial Leather and Cable Industry. Fluid pigment dispersions produced by solvent‐based
conventional and high‐performance pigments which have been very good dispersed and compatible
with aromatic and aliphatic polyurethanes. Color pastes produced with conventional pigments
compatible with universal color matching systems for Cable to industry in parallel with the requests and
demands of our customers.
Masterbatches
BMCOLOR Masterbatch Product Range is composed of Color, Black, White, Compound and Additive
Masterbatches and offers advantageous solutions for film packaging, cables, pipes, sheets, furniture,
white goods and automotive sectors thanks to products with high performance and specifications such
as brightness, opacity and hiding power. BMCOLOR, in addition to standard products within the product
range thereof, also develops special products according to the employment process of the client, in
customer‐specific colors as per the requests of clientele and offers foregoing to you, valued customers.
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BMCOLOR PRINTING INKS
Kadir Akdogan Cad. No: 12
Kucukkoy 34255 Gaziosmanpasa
Istanbul / Turkey
Phone : +90 (212) 617 12 41
Fax
: +90 (212) 618 22 19
Web
: www.bm‐color.com
E‐Mail : info@bm‐color.com

